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Introduction

On January 21, 2021, the Biden Administration published its National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness, which bolstered the role of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), enhancing its ability to support U.S. states and communities fighting on the frontlines of the pandemic. Included among the new roles and responsibilities accorded to FEMA was the management, set-up, and operation of federally-supported Community Vaccination Centers (CVC’s). In the interest of the stated goal to achieve “equitable distribution of vaccines,” these mass vaccination sites were expected to include counties with higher than average “social vulnerability” ratings. FEMA supported these sites with financial assistance, federal equipment and supplies, and agency personnel.

Purpose and Outcome

Our primary purpose in this project is to understand why socially marginalized communities generally show low vaccination rates. These communities represent some of the “gaps” in vaccine delivery that President Biden discussed in his administration’s January 2021 plan, National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness. With this purpose, our task was to learn the specific reasons for these gaps, to document the social contexts that gave rise to different types of vaccine hesitancy, and to provide potential solutions to improve vaccine uptake. Beyond these goals, our equity-based cultural approach may offer actionable insights for a variety of other disaster management efforts.

Project Objectives

- Identify socially marginalized populations in Pueblo and community-based advocates by area.
- Apply our Culture Broker methodology to help recruit vaccine-hesitant community members to participate in focus groups and to help lead these sessions.
- Conduct original research in Pueblo using focus groups in under-resourced communities.

1 This study has been supported financially by FEMA’s Higher Education Program and logistically by the leadership team at Region VIII Headquarters.

2 White House COVID-19 (https://www.whitehouse.gov/priorities/covid-19/)

3 In Colorado, these sites are called Community Vaccination Sites (CVS’s).
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- Conduct secondary research to contextualize the pandemic experiences of communities represented by our focus groups in relation to their social and historical circumstances.
- Analyze research data for patterns in vaccine hesitancy in relation to larger socio-historical contexts.
- Develop actionable, context-relevant suggestions that address our research findings about barriers to vaccination.
- Prepare report about research process, findings, and recommendations.

A Note about Actionable Recommendations

The concluding section of this research report presents four sets of actionable recommendations that respond to the urgent need to increase vaccinations in this country. The first of these recommendations appear as two ready-reference tables (see page 28). These tables contain summaries of the data and action plans related to messaging and other activities that correspond to our insights.

A Note about Terms

In the field of disaster anthropology, other social science fields, and many public health programs, the use of “vulnerability” to refer to people or communities in need is considered misleading. In usage by local, state, and federal governments, “vulnerability” is typically assigned as a static “attribute” of people or communities.\(^5\) The effect is to describe people themselves as helpless and weak, lacking the capacity for resilience. Metrics used to “rate” social vulnerability across regions also do not consider historical contexts that contribute to existing disparities of income, basic health care, and education. In fact, communities of color have, for generations, demonstrated their stamina, resilience, and creativity in order to survive histories of bias and struggle.\(^6\) Referring to people as “vulnerable” directs attention to an individual deficit rather than to the systems and structures that have “made” people vulnerable.\(^7\) Similarly, we do not use the term “underserved” to describe such communities since this word suggests a benign gap of services that are not available to some groups. Instead, because communities of color continue to be oppressed by historical inequities and wide-ranging injustices owing to their stigmatization, in this report, we refer to such communities as “marginalized,” “under-resourced,” or “historically disadvantaged.” Although each of these terms has a specific meaning, we use them interchangeably to point out the relevance of all

---


\(^7\) Davis et al. report on “Support Strategies for Socially Marginalized Neighborhoods...” July 2021.
these meanings. These choices offer a way to be clear about the social realities we encountered that give rise to vaccine hesitancy.

**Why Pueblo?**

Pueblo is the poorest metropolitan area in Colorado, located about 115 miles due south of Denver. The 112,000 residents of the city include 51% who identify as Hispanic/Latinx compared to 44% who identify as White, Non-Hispanic.¹⁸ Nearly a quarter live below the poverty line. This rate of poverty is more than double the state average and nearly double the national average.⁹ Among the city’s poor, 28% identify as Hispanic/Latinx, and 35% as Black. Further, only 14% of Puebloans hold college degrees, which is half of the national average. The steel industry that for generations thrived in the area has waned significantly in recent decades, a change that has had a tremendous impact on the city that once depended socially and economically on it.¹⁰ Presently, Pueblo’s working-class residents are employed mostly in the construction, food service, and health care sectors. Still, unemployment in Pueblo is 9.4% while statewide it is only 6.2%.¹¹

---

Figure 1. Map of Pueblo and Colorado.

Pueblo is about 112 miles due south of Denver, along the spine of Interstate 25.

Source: [Colorado Eldercare Planning Council](https://www.carecolorado.net/a2b_co_nonmedical_homecare.htm)

---

¹⁸ [U.S. Census: Pueblo City, Colorado](https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/pueblocitycolorado)

⁹ [Census Reporter, Pueblo, CO](https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US0862000-pueblo-co/)

¹⁰ Rees, 2021.

¹¹ [Census Reporter, Pueblo, CO](https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US0862000-pueblo-co/).
Part of the city’s rich and complex history dates to the dominance of 20th century mining and steel mill industries. These businesses employed the majority of Colorado workers and attracted diverse ethnic groups to the city, which quickly became known as the “Melting Pot of the West.” However, unfair labor practices caused disgruntled miners to strike in 1914. This standoff led to the Ludlow Massacre in a nearby mining camp, where nineteen workers were killed by the National Guard. Generations later in 1997, the local steelworkers union struck again for the same reasons and eventually won their case before a judge. Pueblo has also been the center for Chicano activism since the 1970s, when El Movimiento initiated the fight for Chicano “civil rights, representation, and political power through education, culture, and the arts.” Today, Pueblo continues to struggle with socioeconomic challenges that are rooted in this history.

Distrust toward private companies and government entities can be easily traced to the impacts on ancestors of today’s low-wage workers and people of color.

Vaccine hesitancy is, in part, inseparable from histories such as these.

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted Pueblo County (pop. 168,000) significantly. Since the beginning of the pandemic through July 24, 2021, one in nine residents in the county has been infected, with a total of 19,810 cases reported. According to the Pueblo County COVID-19 data dashboard, compared to the proportion of residents in the county who identify as Hispanic/Latinx (41%), a higher proportion (55%) have tested positive with the virus (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Total positive cases in Pueblo County by race and ethnicity.](Image)

---

12 Wallace, 2015.

13 Center for Health Progress. The Real History of Pueblo, Colorado (https://centerforhealthprogress.org/blog/the-real-history-of-pueblo-colorado/)


15 See Figure. The Pueblo County COVID-19 data dashboard is compiled and updated by the Pueblo Department of Public Health & Environment (https://county.pueblo.org/public-health/pueblo-county-covid-19-case-data)
The graph above shows that Hispanics represent 41% of Pueblo County’s population, but account for 55% of those who contracted COVID-19 as of 7/27/2021. Whites, who represent 50% of the population, account for 42% of those who have contracted COVID-19.


The County’s dashboard data also indicates that Hispanics who have contracted the virus are younger (ages 20-59) and work in front line jobs that require interaction with the public (including health care, education, childcare, restaurants and food service, law enforcement and security, and construction). These disparities between their percentage of county population and the proportions they represent of all those infected echo statewide trends for Colorado. KFF (formerly known as Kaiser Family Foundation) reports that as of July 19, 2021, the Hispanic population in Colorado (22% of the state’s residents) accounts for 41% of statewide infections. And while infections are disproportionately high among Hispanics in Pueblo and in Colorado generally, their proportion of vaccination in both the state of Colorado and Pueblo County has remained disproportionately low through July 2021. Also, compared to the overall average of fully vaccinated people in Colorado (56%), the rate for vaccinated residents in Pueblo County is far behind, at 31% through July 25, 2021.

Disparities between the area’s Hispanic population percentages and their disproportionately high rates of infection are common throughout the country. However, because the city of Pueblo and Pueblo County both have high numbers of Hispanic residents, getting the vaccine to these populations has been of special concern for Colorado. These circumstances converged to influence FEMA’s decision to establish a mass vaccination site in Pueblo. According to a FEMA official with experience placing vaccination sites, Pueblo County was selected due to “it being the only county in Region 8 with a population over 100,000 residents and a high Social Vulnerability Index (SVI).” The

---


17 However, there are some indications that the vaccination gap rate between Hispanics in the population and the proportion of Hispanics getting vaccinations is narrowing as of late July. See KFF (https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/latest-data-on-covid-19-vaccinations-race-ethnicity/)

18 Centers for Disease Control (https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations-county-view)

19 FEMA was not the first agency to deliver mass vaccinations in Pueblo. The Pueblo County Department of Public Health had organized and staffed a highly successful drive-through vaccination clinic from January through March in an old tire factory at the city mall. Their effort captured the eager eligible groups and their trusted role in the local community also contributed to a campaign that resulted in 40,000 people getting vaccinated. From that point on, the Public Health department launched a mobile clinic to provide vaccine to key under-resourced communities in the area.

20 The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) use the SVI measure to assess “the degree to which a community exhibits certain social conditions, including high poverty, low percentage of vehicle access, or crowded households, may affect that community’s ability to prevent human suffering and financial loss in the event of disaster. By this SVI measure, Pueblo County is considered a “high vulnerability” county with a rating of 0.8669. Possible scores range from 0 (low vulnerability)
official stated that the city could serve as a hub for the rest of the county and deliver vaccines to much of Colorado’s Southern Plains. This choice also aligned with President Biden’s goal to serve areas with high “social vulnerability” to ensure they are not left out of our vaccinate efforts.

The mass vaccination site was situated on the grounds of the Colorado State Fairgrounds, an area that is surrounded by ethnically-mixed low-and moderate-income neighborhoods and offered just the kind of equitable access to the vaccine that was needed in Colorado. The site opened in mid-April 2021 and remained open for two months until it closed in mid-June 2021. Over the two months of operation, the 3,000 vaccination per day capability of the site never reached expectations. There are many reasons to explain this: most importantly, by mid-April, the majority of people who were eager to get vaccinated had already gotten their shots. In addition, beyond the city of Pueblo where the population is spread out, many low-income and rural communities were not in close proximity to the Fairgrounds, and so for those without private transportation, the site was not accessible.

The predicament in Pueblo presented a valuable opportunity to our team of anthropologists. Our goal was to locate people who were not being drawn to the mass vaccination site in Pueblo or to mobile units within or outside the city. In effect, we set out to investigate the “gaps” in vaccination efforts. Specifically, we wanted to learn directly from disadvantaged populations about their reasons for vaccine hesitancy and how the social history and contemporary context of marginalization may have shaped these outcomes. Ultimately, we wanted to understand and help address these immediate gaps and also consider longer-term solutions that could help in shaping a more equitable society.

Goals, Value, and Methodology of Our Study

Research Goals and Value of this Study

The research undertaken in this project begins with the recognition that vaccine hesitancy rates in the U.S. remain too high to achieve a rate of fully vaccinated individuals that could secure herd immunity. Current projections suggest that 70% of the population must be vaccinated in order to achieve herd immunity and slow or preclude the emergence of new variants of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.21 Indeed, the difficulty of halting the spread of the virus is visible in areas of the country where

---

low vaccination rates are concentrated and where the new Delta variant has gained traction and is spreading rapidly.\textsuperscript{22} It is urgent that we understand and address vaccine hesitancy head on.

The broad concept of vaccine hesitancy is well understood.\textsuperscript{23} Research done by social scientists demonstrates that people report a wide variety of reasons for their reluctance or refusal to get the vaccine as well as different degrees of attachment to their decision not to be vaccinated.\textsuperscript{24} The majority of studies conducted to identify and assess the reasons that people decide against vaccination are achieved through surveys, which have some important advantages over other types of research. Well-constructed surveys are quick to administer and analyze, and when they capture representative samples of the population concerned, patterns are easily visible. However, survey methodology presents significant drawbacks, especially when contextual information is needed to understand the patterns. With a survey, respondents are typically required to answer questions that offer a set of pre-identified choices. For this reason, surveys can tell us a lot about “how many” or “what kind,” but not much about “why” or “how.”

**Why an Anthropological Approach?**

An anthropological methodology is ideally suited for the work of learning answers to how and why questions.

The foundational methodology of cultural anthropology is ethnography, an immersive, on-the-ground, community-based approach to learning.\textsuperscript{25} Ethnographic presence and observation in places of interest allows researchers to absorb the profound importance of social context in comprehending human behavior. This study aims to expand on the prevailing survey research about vaccine hesitancy in order to seek a contextualized understanding of under-resourced populations in Pueblo that can serve as a basis for context-relevant solutions. Specifically, we applied rapid ethnographic research and focus group interviews to learn about the circumstances that give rise to peoples’ vaccine hesitancy. Our grounded, qualitative approach offers the most relevant and robust


\textsuperscript{23} See section on vaccine hesitancy, page 11 in this report.


\textsuperscript{25} Ethnography is not only the foundational methodology of cultural anthropology, it is also a recognized approach to research across the social sciences and humanities, and in fields like nursing, business, health, and education.
methodology to match our goals and our need for collecting original data in Pueblo in a rapid, one-week timeframe.

Our research depended on four sources of data collection:

1. **Ethnographic observations of Pueblo and each of the social spaces we visited**, which included locations where we conducted individual or group interviews: the mass vaccination site at the State Fairgrounds, a Joint Vaccination Circuit (JVC) at the high school in Florence, the County Jail, the Rescue Mission homeless shelter, farms where migrant farmworkers plant and harvest vegetables, the city’s soup kitchen, and a community advocacy space.

2. **Focus group interviews** among small groups of people across different types of under-resourced communities.

3. **More than 20 additional, in-depth interviews** with community advocates, public health officials, scholars at Colorado State University—Pueblo, FEMA staff, and volunteers at vaccine clinics.

4. **Archival research about historical, cultural, and economic factors** that could underlie and help explain someone’s reluctance to get vaccinated.

The development of a solid qualitative methodology would help us better understand the multiple reasons for vaccine hesitancy, and the larger historical, socio-economic, and cultural contexts that affect how and why poor and marginalized populations get vaccines or not. As it turned out, this work produced valuable insights in support of FEMA’s goal to equitably implement its COVID-19 mandate, aligning strongly with the agency’s own objectives. Those insights include the following broad ideas, discussed in more detail in the Recommendations section of the Report:

1. In the immediate term, getting people vaccinated requires in-depth knowledge of the socioeconomic and cultural context of vaccine hesitancy. Understanding this context will help FEMA and its partners prepare more targeted and effective messaging.

2. In the longer term, better techniques for systematic and intentional listening to what people in disadvantaged and under-resourced communities experience during a pandemic or any disaster can help FEMA implement equity-centered programming and on-site interventions. As social science research shows, centering equity in disaster work entails proactively identifying and dismantling the invisible roadblocks to an equitable society.

Our small study was designed as a “listening” exercise, organized to bring residents of under-resourced groups into “focus groups” with the express intention of generating individual stories and life circumstances that help explain a person’s vaccine hesitancy.

---

**How the Principle of Equity is Centered in our Project**

Equity can be defined as a system of policies, practices, interactions, cultures, and resources that are responsive to all people based on different circumstances and resource needs. Equity is both a process and an outcome. It is a process through which everyone is provided full access to information and assistance; it becomes an outcome when all people are ensured the necessary
resources that allow them to meaningfully participate, make progress, and benefit from programs and services.

Even well-intentioned public programs and services can have unintended effects, among them the exclusion of marginalized groups. We designed this project with the concept of equity at its core to foster conversations with and address the needs of socially marginalized, low-income, and minority populations. These conversations provided context-rich information about these communities' experiences with COVID-19 and their reasons for vaccine hesitancy. This valuable knowledge can better inform outreach efforts to underrepresented communities in FEMA's COVID-19 vaccination work and, beyond that, it has real implications for FEMA’s disaster preparedness and response efforts.

**Pilot Testing a Methodology to Engage with Socially Marginalized Communities**

In this research study, we pilot tested a methodology that the Culture and Disaster Action Network (CADAN) team has been developing. Our goal is to shape a more culturally appropriate and effective process for engaging with communities that have been left behind in a variety of ways, including basic health care. Such communities have become more visible during COVID-19 for their disproportionate numbers of cases and deaths, and for their lower than expected vaccination rates. A number of reasons contribute to these outcomes, including language barriers, barriers related to access to health care and information, the prevalence of insufficient health insurance coverage, disabilities, and co-morbidities. These problems are layered on top of systemic problems many members of marginalized groups also encounter on a daily basis as a result of their gender, race, ethnicity, religious, or cultural identity. Some of these individuals are also susceptible to social media disinformation campaigns.

Prior research findings from our CADAN team suggest that the single most effective strategy capable of facilitating exchanges with hard-to-reach communities involves the use of Culture Brokers. Culture Brokers are people local to a community who can bridge the gap between official emergency management organizations and impacted communities. For this project, we applied systematic network-building to identify potential Culture Brokers, recruit those interested in supporting this project, and give them a significant role in helping recruit members of the local communities we

---

26 CADAN is a group of social scientists, including scholars, academics, and practitioners devoted to helping disaster professionals address the first question: Who Lives Here? The mission of CADAN is to take action that can build and integrate cultural comprehension into the work of disaster risk reduction and disaster recovery. For more information, visit [CADAN](https://cultureanddisaster.org/)


sought to learn from (unhoused, incarcerated people, low-income, Latinx, undocumented Spanish-speaking, etc.). These Pueblo Culture Brokers led the focus groups at the center of this project and served as trusted project leaders in the process. This pilot test in Pueblo created opportunities to interface with under-resourced communities face-to-face in order to learn about the life circumstances that shape their vaccine hesitancy.

Culture Broker credibility made it possible for outside researchers and practitioners coming into unfamiliar cultural spaces to hear and absorb meaningful insights about vaccine hesitancy.

Example of our Experience with Culture Brokers

When we reached out to the Executive Director of the homeless shelter about the possibility of conducting a focus group with residents, she agreed and expressed her own eagerness to learn more about why there were still some residents and even staff who would not get vaccinated. The next day, she recruited her vaccine-hesitant residents to participate in the focus group discussion inside the shelter. Meanwhile, outside the shelter premises that same day, the County Public Health department and FEMA were conducting a mobile vaccine clinic. The coincidence was intentional and helped raise awareness and interest in our project, a strategy that she seemed to organize for our benefit. She proved to be the ideal Culture Broker. In part, she was interested in the research findings, wanting to understand for herself why some of her residents did not want the vaccine. She was thus willing to recruit participants and lead the session using the very basic questions we had created. Her role as a Culture Broker also worked well because she had earned the trust of residents and they were comfortable discussing the questions she posed. There were laughs and there was warmth, in spite of the clear differences she and they held about the importance of the vaccine.

Though brief, this study confirmed that as trusted messengers, Culture Brokers can put community members at ease in a variety of research—or disaster management—related situations where outsiders might trigger resistance. These trusted individuals create space for the openness required to accurately document the reasons for vaccine hesitancy. Selected Culture Brokers are members of the targeted population and thus possess an already well-honed ability to communicate effectively with them. They are equally capable of communicating with external research project leads and representatives of government agencies. This comfort and fluency in both cultural settings allows these individuals to lead interviews or focus groups and broker communication with outsiders.

Locating people in marginalized communities who can serve as Culture Brokers requires careful training and a systematic, evidence-based methodology, which is part of the anthropological toolkit that CADAN brought to this project.

To elaborate, we used the Culture Broker methodology to quickly locate appropriate pathways into under-resourced communities and complete five focus groups with the residents of a homeless shelter, male and female inmates at the County jail, low-income Latinx women, and male migrant farmworkers. Our approach to conducting these focus groups involved pre-fieldwork research to develop a set of contacts in each community to begin to locate potential Culture Brokers. We continued that process in the field, ultimately identifying key community members who agreed to help recruit participants and facilitate a focus group among them. Each Culture Broker received a
$30 gift card; each participant received a $15 gift card. For three of our focus groups—those with shelter residents, Latino farmworkers, and Latina food service workers—we were fortunate to locate a Culture Broker who recruited participants and posed the questions during the session. We minimized participant discomfort by having only the Culture Broker and one member of our research team present to take notes. Our bilingual researcher served as the designated notetaker for the two sessions conducted in Spanish. Both our focus groups conducted in the County Jail required us to leave our phones and other gear at the door. This meant that instead of recording sessions and transcribing them later on, we relied solely on handwritten notes. No Culture Brokers were possible to recruit in this context though a longer-term project could potentially offer that possibility. Two researchers were present for both jail sessions.

The success of these efforts depended on the goodwill of local people, including local experts and community advocacy groups, who helped us make vital connections. We offer our thanks to these many individuals and organizations in our Acknowledgements section, which appears at the end of this document.

Social and Political Context

Understanding Vaccine Hesitancy in the U.S. and the Mistrust of Government

To better understand COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy, it is important to understand the complexity and multifaceted nature of vaccine antagonism. Anti-vaccine sentiment is not a novel phenomenon. Prior to the spread of COVID-19, vaccine skepticism had already become prominent during the early 2000’s, after the publication of the 1998 (now-retracted) article linking the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine to autism.

Although the majority—if not all—of vaccine-skeptics may be wary of the COVID-19 vaccine, there is a subgroup of COVID-19 vaccine skeptics that, in different circumstances, would not oppose vaccinations, and are instead skeptical of the circumstances under which this particular vaccine was developed and distributed. According to a KFF study, 37% of unvaccinated respondents do not think COVID-19 vaccines are safe, while 26% of unvaccinated respondents do not trust vaccines in general. Unsurprisingly, the main reason for COVID-19 vaccine skepticism among the unvaccinated is due to its novelty. Based on the KFF survey, 53% of unvaccinated respondents cited the vaccine’s

29 The value of the gift cards came recommended to us by one of the trusted community members who helped connect us to a Culture Broker. She noted that these amounts conveyed respect for people’s time without becoming a financial incentive to participate.


rapid development period as one of the reasons they remain unvaccinated, with one out of five unvaccinated respondents reporting the vaccine’s newness as the main reason for their feeling hesitant.\(^{32}\) Thus, it is important to not conflate general vaccine antagonism and COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy.

One of the main documented drivers of vaccine hesitancy—even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic—has been an overall distrust in government. In some cases, distrust reflects the American political landscape: a KFF survey cited lack of trust in the government as the reason why 38% of respondents remain unvaccinated; the majority of this subgroup were politically conservative and right-leaning voters.\(^{33}\) These same individuals also tend to disregard mask-wearing mandates, as well as stay-at-home and social distancing orders.\(^{34}\)

For many Black Americans, fear or distrust of government-affiliated institutions stems from a lack of authentic measures taken to address systemic racism by healthcare providers and government officials. Histories of unethical medical studies targeting Black adults, such as the infamous U.S. Public Health Service syphilis studies at the Tuskegee Institute, are also given as reasons why many Black Americans remain wary of governmental public health initiatives.\(^{35}\)

Distrust of government as a driver for slow vaccination rates is prevalent in Latinx, Black, and Native American communities nationwide.\(^{36}\)

These same communities, alongside Asian, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islanders (NHOPI), have been disproportionately affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as by co-morbidity due to interacting chronic health conditions that are similarly and disproportionately distributed among these populations.\(^{37}\) The indirect effects of the pandemic are also unevenly distributed among these groups. For example, Latinx households nationwide have been disproportionately affected by pandemic-related joblessness and loss of income.\(^{38}\)

\(^{32}\) Hamel & Lopes et al. 2021.

\(^{33}\) Hamel & Lopes et al. 2021.


\(^{36}\) Hamel & Lopes et al. 2021.


Among many Latinx households, a significant reason many remain unvaccinated seems to be the inability to take time off of work, or the fear of serious repercussions of taking time off to get vaccinated, such as job loss and subsequent loss of a household income.\textsuperscript{39} This concern has been predominantly reported among lower-income, uninsured, and undocumented Latinx families.\textsuperscript{40} In this same report, workers with paid time off are more likely to get vaccinated, which could be an incentive that employers could provide to encourage higher vaccination rates.\textsuperscript{41} This is particularly relevant as larger numbers of—especially undocumented—Latinxs navigate a precarious, often exploitative, job landscape. Targeting employers, rather than poorly paid employees, addresses these systemic hurdles in an equity-driven manner. Government incentives directed at employers could provide a solution.

Additionally, Latinx households are disproportionately impacted by a lack of reliable information regarding the COVID-19 vaccine, especially among Spanish-speaking Latinx populations. Many are unaware whether they are eligible to receive the vaccine, and many are afraid it will be too costly for them to afford.\textsuperscript{42} Many reported difficulties accessing vaccination sites as a reason why they remain unvaccinated.\textsuperscript{43}

It is important to note that ethnicities are not homogenous groups, and although ethnic background shapes living circumstances significantly, it is not the only component of a person’s lived experiences. Overgeneralizing reasons for vaccine hesitancy “diverts attention away from social factors that research shows play a critical role in health status and outcomes.”\textsuperscript{44} Acknowledging these systems, asymmetries, and histories remains critical to understanding such complex processes as vaccine uptake and hesitancy if vaccination campaigns are to be effective and successful.

\textbf{State of Colorado Vaccine Progress and Southern Colorado Exception}

As of July 30\textsuperscript{th}, 2021, Colorado has administered at least one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine to 3,366,057 people.\textsuperscript{45} Almost 70\% of the people who have been vaccinated in the state are White, in
proportion with the percentage of the state’s White population. In contrast, as depicted in Figure 3, Hispanic/Latinx people who make up 20% of the state’s population account for only 11% of those who have had at least one dose of the vaccination.46

![Figure 3. Total vaccinations in Colorado by race/ethnicity.](https://covid19.colorado.gov/vaccine-data-dashboard)

As of 7/30/2021, White Non-Hispanics represent about two-thirds of both the state’s population and the state’s vaccinations (left half of chart). Hispanics represent about 20% of Colorado’s population but just 11% of the state’s vaccinations (right half of chart). These disparities are present in Pueblo County as well.

Source: [Colorado Department of Public Health](https://covid19.colorado.gov/vaccine-data-dashboard)
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Figure 4. Percent of fully vaccinated by state.
In the US, 50% of all people have been fully vaccinated as of 8/12/2021.
In Colorado, 55.2% of the state’s population is fully vaccinated as of 8/12/2021.

Figure 5. Proportion of fully vaccinated in Pueblo County compared to the state of Colorado.
As of 7/31/2021, the percentage of eligible people (12 and >) who were fully vaccinated in Pueblo County was only 31% compared to eligible residents statewide (54%).
Source: Centers for Disease Control (CDC) (https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#county-view)
County-level data further illustrates the geographic distribution of these disparities as noted earlier (see section “Why Pueblo,” page 3). In Pueblo County, 41% of the vaccine-eligible population (age 12 or older) identifies as Hispanic, yet as of July 20, only 26% of this group is fully vaccinated.\textsuperscript{47, 48} Pueblo County continues to see a rise in daily COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations alongside low vaccine demand, with hospitalizations consisting overwhelmingly of unvaccinated people.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{figure}
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\caption{Figure 6. Fully vaccinated in Pueblo County by race/ethnicity. As of 8/16/2021, White Non-Hispanics had gotten fully vaccinated at a proportion (59%) that exceeds their approximate percentage of Pueblo County’s population (55%). In contrast, Hispanic populations that represent 41% of the county population are strongly underrepresented among the fully vaccinated (26%).}\par
Source: Custom chart provided by Anne Hill, epidemiologist at Pueblo County Department of Public Health & Environment.
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{47} Colorado Immunization Information System (CIIS).

\textsuperscript{48} By contrast, in Pueblo County, Whites (age 12 or older) constitute 55% of the population, and 49% of all people who are fully vaccinated.

COVIDCheck Colorado Vaccine Hesitancy and Access Survey

Between March 24 and April 5, 2021, a Public Private Partnership in Colorado conducted a statewide survey to better understand COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy, as well as barriers and factors that work in support of vaccination. Across the state, 4,905 respondents representing 58 out of 64 counties (including Pueblo) informed recommendations for improving vaccine uptake, such as simplifying (or foregoing) registration, communicating side effects and logistics, and offering local vaccination sites with multilingual providers and community organizations in areas with low uptake. These survey results provide a useful starting point to begin understanding the reasons for vaccine hesitancy. What is missing, however, are the stories and lived experiences within which the reasons for vaccine hesitancy are embedded.

Historical Legacies of Harm to Specific Populations

Successfully implementing equity-centered policies and programs for COVID-19 requires attention to the deep, historical roots that reveal why particular populations are at greater risk of harm from the virus. Since early 2020, the impacts of COVID-19 have revealed a social landscape of startling inequities in American society.

For Black, Brown, and Indigenous communities, historical difficulties of accessing basic health care alone have produced longstanding impacts on peoples’ well-being. Inequities in health care access contribute to inadequate treatment of disease and injury, and lead to co-morbidities (such as diabetes, lung disease, and cardiovascular disease) that can seriously compromise a person’s capacity to face challenges like the COVID-19 virus.

Such disadvantages fall heavily on people in communities of color and are woven into a web of systemic exclusions in policies, practices, and attitudes in our legal, health, economic, and educational infrastructure. Social scientists have documented the systemic violence toward Black, Brown, and Indigenous groups that has spanned generations and allowed unethical medical experimentation and heinous practices such as forced sterilization of Indigenous, Black, and Latina women. We are now at a point of national reckoning with these historical traumas that have nurtured a distrust in government and systems of authority among entire populations of people. These circumstances directly relate to patterns of vaccine hesitancy that are based on trust.

---


51 COVIDCheck Colorado, Mental Health Center of Denver, Mind Springs Health, mHealth Impact, The Center for African American Health, the Mexican Consulate in Denver, the Colorado School of Public Health, 9Health, Clinica Colorado, EPHC, Prime Health, and Sheridan Health Services.

Figure 7. A mobile clinic offers vaccinations outside the Rescue Mission shelter. Mobile vaccination clinics were offered adjacent to the Rescue Mission for unhoused individuals. Efforts to vaccinate under-resourced communities was conceived and carried out by the Pueblo County Equity and Outreach Taskforce, a collaboration of multiple agencies led by the Pueblo Department of Public Health and Environment (PDPHE) and supported by FEMA. Photo credit: FEMA.

Figure 8. Mobile vaccination clinics offered vaccines for disadvantaged communities. Mobile vaccination clinics made it possible for residents in rural areas to get vaccinated efficiently. Organized by Pueblo County Department of Public Health & Environment and FEMA. Photo credit: FEMA.
Research Results: Five Focus Groups

Pueblo Rescue Mission Homeless Shelter: One Mixed-Gender Focus Group

OVERVIEW

Unhoused populations are at greater risk of contracting COVID-19 and face significant barriers when trying to access vaccination sites. On any given night, well over half a million people in the U.S. find themselves experiencing homelessness according to a 2020 federal report to Congress. The National Health Care for the Homeless Council (NHCHC) explains that homelessness arises for different reasons and in different ways. Other advocacy groups point to the fact that all homelessness is “characterized by extreme poverty coupled with a lack of stable housing.”

In Colorado, almost 10,000 people were homeless in 2020, which represents a 2.4% increase over 2019 (this increase is higher than the national average increase of 2%). In Pueblo, a city of 112,000 people, the Executive Director of the Pueblo Rescue Mission estimated that the local homeless population encompassed about 650-700 people. This downtown area’s homeless shelter provides 100 beds and opened in 2020 as the city’s first permanent shelter in more than three years. All residents of the Rescue Mission facility are required to sign a contract agreeing to make this facility their “transitional shelter” while they seek work and stable housing. It is noteworthy that 73% of current residents are vaccinated, a higher rate than the nation’s general population. The success of vaccinations at the shelter speaks strongly to the influence of the shelter’s Executive Director on the residents, and the trust they place in her advice. However, one quarter of the residents remain unvaccinated. In a congregate setting like this, respecting social distance is extremely difficult, if not impossible, making any unvaccinated residents a concern.

RESCUE MISSION RESIDENTS: MESSENGERS WHO TIP THE BALANCE TOWARD VACCINE HESITANCY

The director brought together five shelter residents and two staff members. The residents included two women (one Latina, one White) and three men (two Latino, one White), all between the ages of 53.

---

53 Actual names of focus group participants or people they refer to are not used in this report.


56 SBCS (formerly South Bay Community Services) (2021). Organizational Website. (https://sbcssandiego.org/emergency-shelter-transitional-housing/)
48 and 65, with one participant aged 73. The two staff members were both Latina and in their early 50s. This group of seven expressed a variety of reasons for remaining unvaccinated, including concern related to already compromised health, bad experiences with vaccines, surviving COVID-19, and complying with the advice of influential persons that discouraged them from getting vaccinated.

Both female staffers identified medical issues to explain their decision not to get the vaccine at this time: one is wary because of a history of blood clots and the other has an open leg wound her doctor said was enough work for her immune system to deal with. But both Latina women had other reasons for remaining unvaccinated. One noted that during the shelter’s outbreak in November 2020, she had been exposed for days to 30 positive residents without ever developing symptoms. The other staffer reported she had gotten COVID-19 twice: the first time was serious, but the second was mild. Her family had all gotten it and recovered, but an older friend with underlying health problems got vaccinated and died shortly thereafter. Additionally, her daughter’s inability to have children caused her to suspect a prior vaccine had been responsible for her infertility issues. If these staffers are vocal about their reasons for remaining unvaccinated, their experiences may influence ambivalent residents who trust their advice and example, dissuading them from getting the vaccine.

The reasons residents shared for deciding against vaccination are similar to the reasons articulated by facility staff. Most commonly, people echoed one of two sentiments: first, not getting COVID-19 when exposed or only getting a mild version meant the vaccine offered no important protection. Second, for those who had gotten other non-COVID vaccines, their own histories, or those of people close to them, seemed to align with negative outcomes such as getting the virus itself or developing a degree of sickness that could be avoided without the vaccine. One White man summed it up, saying “I don’t have a good history when it comes to vaccines,” explaining how he had last gotten a flu shot about 20 years ago and then had promptly contracted the flu. When he was a young boy, he took the polio sugar cube, but shortly thereafter contracted measles, mumps, and chicken pox, and was hospitalized for two months. He does not believe vaccines are meant for him.

Two of the resident participants—a Latino man and Latina woman—indicated a different kind of reason related to the role of influential people. The man had lost a leg to diabetes and is on dialysis, while also suffering from a cardiac disease. During his hospitalization due to pneumonia, his doctors shared with him they were not getting the COVID-19 vaccine. The doctors’ skepticism was all the confirmation he needed to justify his own negative perceptions about the vaccine. A trusted, influential figure helped him decide he would not get the vaccine.

The Latina woman, in addition to other reasons, felt healthy enough to not need the vaccine. This 73-year-old resident said, “Amanda and my nana were not going to get the vaccine.” Amanda runs the religious organization that provides services and dinner to shelter residents every Sunday. This resident explained that she had had a near-death experience some years ago; when she awoke, she realized God had brought her back to life “because He had a purpose for her.” Her religious orientation since that time had predisposed her to accept Amanda’s advice. Her advice was to not get the vaccine, which the resident did not question. She added, “there is a reason for everything God throws at you and allows you to go through.” So, although the woman had gotten vaccines in the past and she still talked about them as “fine,” her faith and her religious mentor helped her resolve not to seek the COVID-19 vaccine.
The last shelter resident, a 59-year-old White woman, self-identified as a smart, science-oriented person who gets her information from doctors and scientists. She offered a litany of reasons she would not want the vaccine, including the fact that she had lived through worse (a near-fatal bout with the flu), that recent news indicated that the tetanus shot had sterilized women in Africa (supporting the idea that the long-term effects cannot yet be known), and that the profit being made by the vaccines’ developers makes their products suspicious. Her single most emphatic point was that the additives in vaccines can cause serious problems. Her source for this information was the doctor who wrote a now-retracted article linking MMR vaccines to autism (see page 11). Given that her social life revolves around the shelter, and her self-presentation as knowledgeable reinforces the grip of misinformation on her, it is easy to see the importance she places on her sense of vaccine hesitancy.

RESCUE MISSION RESIDENTS SUMMARY

- Focus group members who were exposed to COVID-19 without experiencing symptoms, or who got only a mild case of the virus, felt reassured that the vaccine is not meant for people like them.

- Some residents expressed concern about the vaccines causing the disease or leading to complications; others shared stories about the overstated danger of the virus. Both arguments represent a sturdy resistance to the prospect of vaccination.

- Influential role models can deliver information in a way that offers more persuasive power than any other source of information. With three of the five shelter residents in this group, an influential figure provided what seemed like clarity about a confusing and controversial issue, persuading them to take a stance against the vaccine. For people to be trusted messengers, they need to deliver an accurate account of public health issues. When influential people deliver unreliable or inaccurate information, those absorbing their messages become much more difficult to persuade.

Pueblo County Jail Inmates: One Male and One Female Focus Group

OVERVIEW

The medium security Pueblo County Jail and Detention center is the single most overpopulated correctional facility in all of Colorado. National guidelines recommended that jails should only operate at 80% capacity during the pandemic. The Pueblo County Jail housed about 500 inmates at the time of this study, which represents roughly 98% of its capacity. Three-quarters of the inmates here are awaiting trial, and most are facing drug charges and other minor offenses. Beyond
overcrowding, inmates complain of roof leaks, improvised sleeping accommodations, moldy bathrooms, subpar recreation services, and being required to eat meals in their bunks.57

We conducted two focus groups with inmates at the Pueblo County Jail: one with men, one with women. Both groups were designated “low-risk” in relation to the nature of their crime. As noted earlier (page 11), we had no opportunity to recruit a Culture Broker or record the session, so both sessions were conducted with Browne leading the questions, the inmates responding, and the Deputy Sheriff standing by at a distance.

MALE INMATES: LIVING BY THE MAN CODE IN A BROKEN SYSTEM
We spoke with three male inmates, all Latinos in their thirties. Together, they expressed a range of reasons for vaccine hesitancy. The first man cited his mistrust of large corporations like Johnson & Johnson, while also making clear that he may be open to other COVID-19 vaccines if those companies earned his trust. He also stated that he lives by the “man code,” meaning that if he is doing nothing wrong, he does not believe in laws that impinge on his personal freedom.

The second man has never been vaccinated against a contagious disease and believes that his strong immune system and his faith will protect him from getting sick. He witnessed the COVID-19 outbreak at the Fremont State Prison, which resulted in many people near him getting sick, although he remained healthy the whole time.

The third man stated that he has resisted vaccines for the last ten years, since he used to get sick with each flu shot. He also believes that perhaps something in his genes is keeping him from getting the virus. This man remarked “if it’s not broke, [why fix it?]” suggesting that the vaccine is not worth it since he has not gotten sick yet. He claimed that the only thing that could change his mind about the vaccine is his family: “I would do it for my kids.” However, he suggested that he may not see his kids when he gets out of jail.

MALE INMATES SUMMARY

- The three men shared the belief that their strong immune systems would protect them from the virus. The second and third men cited personal experiences that give them the confidence that they can get through the pandemic unharmed. Ultimately, they are unconvinced that they need vaccines since they are confident of what their bodies are capable of.

- Their shared history of fending for themselves in the streets and in jail might enhance their self-confidence and self-determination.

- The first man expressed his belief in the “man code.”

The first man expressed a recurring theme about real issues with corporations. He criticized the greed and irresponsibility of corporations like Teflon and Dupont, which led to environmental problems. He also declared that “the whole system is broke” and that he prefers to go with his “own experiences” and not with what the experts tell him. Nevertheless, he was the only man open to a vaccine (so long as it was not the Johnson & Johnson product).

FEMALE INMATES: DISTRUST IN INSTITUTIONS AND CORPORATIONS

We spoke with seven female inmates, including White and Latina women ranging from 25 to 45 years of age. Most of the women had already contracted COVID-19 and felt that their immune systems were strong enough to protect them from the virus. Furthermore, they believed that the vaccine may be worse than the disease itself, citing cases in which people got sick or died after getting the shot. The oldest of the seven women claimed to never get flu shots and saw no reason to get the COVID-19 shot. One woman believed that the vaccine was “about population control,” possibly linking the shots to the forced sterilization of minorities in the United States.58 Another woman felt that deaths due to the Johnson & Johnson vaccine proves that these companies cannot be trusted. Two other women shared concerns about the contents of the vaccine, as well as the lack of research about their unknown side-effects. They were also suspicious about the vaccines’ rapid development.

FEMALE INMATES SUMMARY

- These women all indicated that their life circumstances had been tough—they had either been cycling in and out of jail, were battling substance addictions, “only had street families,” or were mothers enduring the challenges of poverty and incarceration.

Among the women, there was a need to assert some control over their lives, especially while incarcerated, where they were almost completely powerless.

- They cited lack of access to information on the vaccine while in jail as a reason for hesitancy. A few stated that they would consider getting the shot once they could research the vaccines themselves, or if they knew it would be good for their kids.

- The women who would not change their minds under any circumstances expressed either a faith in “God’s will” or a conviction that the virus was not that serious.

- With these women, we see that a lack of trust in institutions (e.g., prisons, the health care system, corporations, and the government) is a major cause for vaccine hesitancy.

Figure 9. A Joint Vaccination Circuit (JVC).
Kate Browne, Research Project Lead, learning about the vaccination process from a FEMA reservist at a Joint Vaccination Circuit at Florence High School, Fremont County.
Photo credit: Joshua Bauer.

Figure 10. FEMA’s mass vaccination site.
Joshua Bauer, Colorado State University researcher with Jessica Haynes, FEMA, inside FEMA’s mass vaccination operations center on the Colorado State Fairground in Pueblo.
Photo credit: Kate Browne.
Latina Women and Latino Migrant Farmworkers—One Female and One Male Focus Group

OVERVIEW
Latinx people in the U.S. face unique challenges due to their historical exclusion from social safety nets including basic health care, affordable education, and affordable housing as well as institutionalized economic disadvantages, all of which leads to a higher risk of socio-economic insecurity for this segment of the population. Undocumented immigration status can aggravate this insecurity by limiting access to formal employment, increasing workplace risk, and reducing access to benefits such as health insurance and other social services. Latina women also face gender-based disadvantages in a context of evolving social roles and structures, while Latino men face pressures from gendered expectations around their role as family providers. These overlapping challenges can produce anxiety about getting a COVID-19 vaccination. Not only are many people fearful of side-effects, they are fearful of the prospect of deportation by the government. The thought of getting a vaccine administered by the U.S. government without an assurance of safety—medical, economic, and social—creates nearly insurmountable anxiety.

LOW WAGE LATINA WOMEN:
“LONG-HAULERS” WARY OF VACCINES AND THE MEDICAL SYSTEM
We conducted a focus group with four Mexican women who have lived in Pueblo for decades, three of whom were undocumented. These four women all work in an outreach program that serves the Hispanic community in Pueblo. Prior to their work in the community, they held working class jobs in the food service industry. Two of the women worked reduced hours due to COVID-19, and another had lost her job due to the pandemic. All the women are married with school-aged children. During the height of the pandemic, all of them contracted COVID-19, and three experienced severe symptoms. While they were sick, they not only had to care for their families and maintain their housekeeping duties, but were also responsible for tutoring their children, whose school went online during the quarantine. Further, the three women who faced severe COVID-19 felt unsupported by members of the medical establishment, who often refused to provide them care, or gave them minimal guidance when they were most in need. These three women remain unvaccinated, while the woman who experienced mild symptoms has already received the shot.

The three women who remain hesitant about the vaccine all agreed that their primary concern is whether their bodies can handle the shot, given the lingering COVID-19 symptoms they still live with. They each shared harrowing stories of weeks of terrible illness. Several months after recovering from the virus, they continue to deal with breathing issues, fatigue, and heart irregularities. They all understand the severity of the virus and the importance of the vaccine, but they feel they need a doctor’s examination to ensure that the vaccine will not do them further harm. The women also

discussed their disappointment in institutions—medical, educational, and governmental—who they feel failed them during the pandemic. The woman who lost her job said she was worried about missing work due to the vaccine’s side-effects. Two of the women were adamantly against the Johnson & Johnson vaccine due to the reported complications with women on birth control. However, they also agreed that they are monitoring how acquaintances and relatives are responding to the vaccine, which is making them feel more at ease with the prospect of getting vaccinated in the near future.

LATINA WOMEN SUMMARY

- The concern that the women feel stems from their lived experience of contracting COVID-19, and legitimate fears about how their already-compromised bodies might react to the vaccine.

- Although the women’s need for the approval of a doctor seems straightforward enough, it is complicated by the fact that they all were let down by medical professionals while they were ill. One woman said that this dilemma makes her feel “powerless,” since she does not really trust doctors enough right now to see them.

- Their numerous responsibilities as wage earners and homemakers forces them to be highly cautious, as their families depend on them for so much.

OVERVIEW OF FARMWORKERS

Migrant farmworkers in the U.S. navigate a precarious and exploitative labor landscape, which hinders their personal and political agency, or capacity to act on their own behalf. In practice, these labor structures equate to a form of human trafficking. While workers invited in through the H-2A temporary agricultural program fulfill essential roles in planting, cultivating, and harvesting U.S. crops, they face unfair treatment, such as unsanitary labor conditions and overcrowded, substandard living quarters. They risk musculoskeletal injury through repetitive tasks, hazards from falling, equipment injuries, and are exposed to extreme heat and dangerous pesticides. U.S. farms typically hire migrant workers through intermediaries, an arrangement that is prone to exploitation by limiting farmers’ legal responsibility to the workers. Such tactics allow farmers to act with more impunity towards these farmworkers. Although these conditions are well documented, the U.S. government has not held employers sufficiently accountable for such abuses.

There are approximately 50,000 migrant farmworkers in Colorado enduring arduous labor to maintain their roles as their families' economic backbone and as the labor backbone of U.S.

---


agriculture. Because this work is precarious and uncertain, vaccine side-effects pose a significant worry for men who cannot risk even a single day of sickness without getting fired or laid off. These men are easily replaceable and missing work is always a strike against them with their employers.

LATINO MALE FARMWORKERS: BREADWINNERS’ FEAR OF LOSING THEIR JOB AND IDENTITY

Our focus group with farmworkers included eleven men aged from their early twenties to mid-forties. All these men are recent arrivals from Mexico and have been contracted to work as harvesters with a Pueblo County produce farmer. They have worked in Pueblo County in years past on similar contracts. None of them have family in Pueblo County, although two of the men are brothers. Most of the men referred to wives and children at home in Mexico who they were sustaining through their work here in the United States. Several of the men mentioned that the pandemic had added extra stress to their already difficult financial situations, which made their work here even more critical. A few of the men stated that they live in small rural communities in Mexico that did not experience severe outbreaks of the virus. Nevertheless, all of the men stated they had contracted COVID-19 while in the U.S., despite cautiously avoiding large crowds, maintaining social distance, and wearing masks during their time in the county. Most of the men experienced only mild symptoms. They have still been cautious in the U.S. by avoiding large crowds, maintaining social distance, and wearing masks. Ten of the eleven men remain unvaccinated, although they have had many opportunities to receive the shot both in Mexico and the United States. They have a working relationship with our female focus groups’ outreach program, which has helped assure them access to the shot.

The biggest concern that these men felt was that the side-effects from the shot would prevent them from working, and therefore, put them at risk for getting fired.

The one man who had gotten the shot experienced two days of side-effects, which complicated his ability to work during that time. Aside from this, some of the men believed that the shot could harm or even kill somebody, that it only worked for ninety days, or that it did not work at all. Two of the men stated that they simply preferred to take full responsibility for their well-being without the vaccine, using the basic safety precautions listed above. One of these men noted his inability to assess the vaccine by himself due to his lack of education and illiteracy.

FARMWORKERS SUMMARY

- A critical detail with these men was the sense of responsibility they feel about earning an income to send remittances back to their families in Mexico. They would rather face the risks of getting COVID-19 again (something they feel they can control with the proper measures) than the risks of the vaccine which is something they feel is out of their control.

---

62 Anderson 2021.
Several of the men expressed that their bosses would not be lenient with them if they were unable to work for even a day, so they feel pressure to show up each day and work to their fullest capacity.

Another common theme is the lack of accurate information about the COVID-19 vaccines. However, only one of the men stated that he would change his mind if he had more information. The rest of the men did not say what would change their minds, as the fear of losing their jobs or getting harmed by the vaccine remained their primary concern.

Recommendations

Graphic Representations of this Project:
From Data Collection to Recommendations

ABOUT THE TABLES
The two tables we have prepared offer a ready reference for the synthesis and analysis of this research project.

THE CONTENT OF TABLE 1
Table 1 provides a visual guide to the types of vaccine hesitancy we learned about in each focus group as elaborated in the text of this report. At a glance, readers can see the variety, source, and context of hesitancy by each focus group. Each hesitancy reason is numbered. We also identify what kind of barrier to vaccination each reason presents. The final column of information offers a data-driven rationale for how to approach the distinct hesitancy reasons and circumstances that gave rise to them.

THE CONTENT OF TABLE 2
Table 2 integrates information from Table 1 and scales up the implications. In this table, the vaccine-hesitant reasons that are similar across focus groups are identified by number and gender. The two right-hand columns then suggest messaging approaches and concrete activities and actions for effectively reaching groups beyond those in our focus groups.
Table 1: Summary of vaccine hesitancy by focus group and context, identification of barriers, and how to speak to barriers.

Group: Rescue Mission residents (mixed gender; Latinx and White)

Residents here face extreme poverty and have agreed to living by certain rules and schedules and are required to be looking for work and stable housing.

In shelter setting residents have few social contacts besides other residents, except for occasional visits from outsiders or trips to doctors. Their hesitancy to get vaccinated relates back to their own experiences and advice from an influential person.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</th>
<th>The Backstory of Hesitancy</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>How to Speak to the Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Vaccines are not made for me.</td>
<td>Respondents associated vaccines with few positive effects (got a flu vaccine, still got the flu) and many negative consequences (fell ill to other diseases after getting polio vaccine). Respondents had not gotten vaccines in 10+ years.</td>
<td><strong>Self-referential barrier.</strong> Personal experience is the only basis for decision; these individuals are confusing bad luck with causation.</td>
<td>Acknowledge the fear raised from personal experience and bad luck. Use trusted messenger to demonstrate through stories the highly positive benefit for oneself, and for society generally, of getting this vaccination. Show comparative graphic to explain how flu and COVID-19 are different and how each vaccine differs in efficacy. SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The virus does not pose a risk of serious illness for them; danger of virus is overstated. Too much unknown about the virus’ side effects.</td>
<td>Those who had gotten virus generally had mild symptoms. Mild symptoms are known, and the vaccine effects are not known.</td>
<td><strong>Self-referential barrier.</strong> Experience with the virus is “known” and was manageable; vaccine is “unknown” AND confidence in one’s own health and immune system can stand up to coronavirus.</td>
<td>Acknowledge their experience with COVID-19 was mild but new variants are not necessarily so forgiving. The vaccine can strengthen any immune system and help protect against strains like Delta. SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Backstory of Hesitancy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td><strong>How to Speak to the Barrier</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The vaccine can cause health problems including the disease itself.</td>
<td>People with already compromised health (co-morbidities) including blood clots, heart disease, open wound on leg, and/or diabetes, all fear the vaccine could make their problems worse and some believe it could cause the virus.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Fear of vulnerability due to existing poor health or medical conditions; lack of information about vaccine side effects; conflation of side effects from vaccine and the disease itself.</td>
<td>Acknowledge fear of additional health problems from vaccination, the “unknown,” especially when having had the virus makes it a “known” and less scary. Untangle the perception that the vaccine can cause the disease. Create a graphic about types of medical conditions and corresponding advice about the vaccine. (If I have X condition do I need to worry about the vaccine?). Introduce people to medical professionals monitoring sites and have discussions about what to do if you experience side effects. <strong>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Trusted messengers discouraged getting the vaccine and tipped the balance toward not getting it.</td>
<td>Certain religious leaders who provide dinner to shelter residents, doctors who see them in hospitals, or pseudo-scientists they read about on social media have all given bad advice (promoting vaccine hesitancy or the disproven idea that MMR vaccine causes autism). The harm of their messages is hard to reverse.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier</strong> (in reverse). Influence of trusted messenger who delivered bad information.</td>
<td>Acknowledge the importance of trusted individuals. Try to locate other trusted messengers who can effectively explain how we know enough to be certain about the vaccine’s effectiveness and the importance of vaccination to protect themselves and the larger society. <strong>LOW- LIKELIHOOD OF SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Group: Pueblo County Jail – Male inmates (all Latino)

Most inmates are awaiting trial on drug charges or petty crime. Their positions on vaccine hesitancy relate to their sense of their own strength and independent thinking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</th>
<th>The Backstory of Hesitancy</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>How to Speak to the Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Men live by the “man code” that emphasizes personal freedom and decision-making.</td>
<td>The “man code” gives life in jail meaning because it is a philosophy for living, even in oppressive conditions. The code affirms your own sense of value in a setting that denies personal choices as a punitive part of living an incarcerated life. Deciding not to take the vaccine is thus an expression of personal freedom, central to the man code.</td>
<td><strong>Self-referential barrier.</strong> The man code of living, even as narrowly applied in the jail setting, still leaves space to assert power by denying the influence of control by others.</td>
<td>Acknowledge male independence and self-reliance. Show benefits of vaccine and how independence can be enhanced if sickness is kept at bay. <strong>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. No trust of large pharmaceutical corporations.</td>
<td>Knowledge of prior history and abuse of public confidence. Citing other corporations that knowingly caused environmental problems out of greed and irony that produced harm to bodies.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Distrust of corporations given health problems they may have created in past. A different vaccine producer might be okay.</td>
<td>Acknowledge that corporations are not perfect. Present comparative corporate information about the manufacturers, followed by the freedom to choose the vaccine they feel best about. <strong>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Vaccines are not needed if you have a strong immune system.</td>
<td>Whether or not they had gotten COVID-19, all shared examples revealing the strength of their individual immune system.</td>
<td><strong>Self-referential barrier.</strong> Confidence in one’s own health/immune system to stand up to coronavirus.</td>
<td>Acknowledge healthy bodies with good immune systems. Show stories of strong men who have boosted their own immune systems after getting the vaccine. <strong>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Group:
Pueblo County Jail – Female inmates
(mixed Latina and White)

These women have lived difficult lives of poverty, substance addiction, and jail. Their sense of “toughness” and resilience condition their views of the vaccine as not needed.

The majority got COVID and managed recovery without problems. Their worry is the vaccine, not the virus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</th>
<th>The Backstory of Hesitancy</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>How to Speak to the Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. Virus does not pose serious risk.</td>
<td>Five of seven women had gotten COVID-19 and recovered. They see no reason to take the vaccine if their bodies are already protecting them.</td>
<td><strong>Self-referential barrier.</strong> Confidence in one’s own health/immune system to stand up to coronavirus.</td>
<td>Acknowledge healthy bodies with strong immune systems. Show tough women their ages who boasted of strong immune systems, and who have gotten stronger than ever. Use photos and visualizations of tough looking women like them getting the vaccine [I’m tough enough to get the vaccine]. SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. The vaccine is dangerous, as bad as the disease; body can’t control the vaccine.</td>
<td>Many told stories about people they knew who had gotten the vaccine and then gotten very sick or even died. Two noted that several jail officers who had gotten vaccinated then got sick and never returned. Shared personal experiences create credibility, suggesting to them that similar stories must be true.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Distrust of vaccine for fear it could cause severe illness; underlying distrust of system.</td>
<td>Acknowledge that it is disconcerting when people disappear. Show stories of tough women their ages who boasted of strong immune systems, and with vaccine, have now gotten stronger than ever. SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Not enough research about long-term side effects, vaccine development, and suspicious of ingredients.</td>
<td>One indicated she was a researcher and loved science, so what concerned her was not knowing enough, not seeing research about how vaccine came about so fast and what the long-term side effects are. Would consider getting vaccinated if out of jail and could access information.</td>
<td><strong>Information barrier.</strong> Access to more direct information about research on vaccine side effects; poor transparency about ingredients.</td>
<td>Provide visit to jail from female scientists/science professors/educators who can speak woman to woman with female inmates. Address the process of vaccine development also. Make clear what we do know and distinguish from what we do not know. GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</td>
<td>The Backstory of Hesitancy</td>
<td>Barriers</td>
<td>How to Speak to the Barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. No access to internet in jail; so, no ability to get good information about COVID-19 vaccines or test results in jail.</td>
<td>Woman recounted how she had always done her own research in high school and college and considers herself educated. She understands the situation “enough to not be tricked.”</td>
<td><strong>Information barrier.</strong> Access to internet information blocked in jail; do not assume we can be tricked or that we don’t understand.</td>
<td>Provide internet sessions in jails to access WebMD, Mayo Clinic, CDC. Allow these individuals to become thought leaders and share what they have learned. Recognize that people without science-based educations are capable of and often interested in scientific information so long as it is accessible and well-presented. <strong>GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. COVID is “God’s will.”</td>
<td>If it is your time to go, it is your time to go.</td>
<td><strong>Fatalism barrier.</strong> Fatalistic view of future, in this case based on religious convictions.</td>
<td>Acknowledge importance of a person’s faith. Use religious person to explain how faith and science are not opposites, and how science and innovation have made it possible to eradicate disease and lengthen lifespans in last 100 years, and how this access to better and better health through science can be seen as God’s will. <strong>LOW-LIKELIHOOD OF SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Companies can’t be trusted.</td>
<td>One cited the baby powder scandal; another cited specific corporations that have knowingly done harm to people’s health.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Distrust of corporations.</td>
<td>Acknowledge that corporations are not perfect. Present comparative corporate information about the manufacturers, followed by the freedom to choose the vaccine they feel best about. <strong>GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. The vaccine is about “population control.”</td>
<td>Attempt to reduce population may relate to recent publicity about the forced sterilization campaigns conducted in U.S. on Latina women.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Distrust of institutions, both from immediate and longer-term experience.</td>
<td>The work here will require a lot of attention and time. <strong>LOW-LIKELIHOOD OF SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Group:**
**Hispanic Women**

Four married women with school-aged children; lived in Pueblo for decades. Three are undocumented. All worked in food service; pandemic cost one her job and another’s work hours were cut. All are working again in spite of long-hauler problems with COVID-19.

This uncertain state of their own bodily health is the primary source of vaccine hesitancy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</th>
<th>The Backstory of Hesitancy</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>How to Speak to the Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15. Vaccine feels scary even if they recognize it is important.</td>
<td>Compromised health from long-hauler symptoms creates fear about whether their bodies can handle the vaccine.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Need doctor’s exam to ensure vaccine is safe given their health situations.</td>
<td>Offer public health examinations or consultations for anyone worried that their current health predicament could cause further problems. Free and confidential – no one will share the info. Note that some long haulers show improvement with vaccine. <strong>GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Worry about missing work because of vaccine side effects.</td>
<td>The woman that lost her job in the pandemic is especially sensitive to another job loss that would create extreme hardships for her and her family.</td>
<td><strong>Socioeconomic barrier.</strong> Can’t afford to miss work if vaccine has bad side effects.</td>
<td>Create document of guide for programs supporting lost work-days due to COVID-19. If there is federal funding to cover lost days for employer, make this potential visible to women. Encourage private corporations to give free sick leave. <strong>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Don’t trust medical providers given their treatment of patients when sick with COVID-19. Skeptical they will help provide a trustworthy assessment about their readiness to get the vaccine.</td>
<td>Medical providers did not provide adequate help or resources for these COVID-19 patients, tapping into a deeper, longer-term sense of powerlessness and related distrust of institutions that do not work for them. The positive note for all was that their own relatives and people they know have been encouraging getting vaccine.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Distrust of the medical professionals and health care institutions that “failed them” during their illnesses. Feeling of powerlessness.</td>
<td>Acknowledge fear of authorities and distress at being treated poorly. Communicate message with Latinx native Spanish-speaking women who have young children like them, people who are warm and resemble their families. They point out that equal protection for all and equal treatment for all is part of the Biden promise. That’s why there is no reason to fear the vaccine. Offer a Spanish-speaking confidential hotline with medical concerns about the vaccine. <strong>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Group:**
**Hispanic Male Farmworkers**

Farmworkers live highly restrictive lives and depend entirely on their wages to fulfill their role as providers. Missing even one day of work to get the vaccine, and then to deal with any side-effects is not a realistic choice they feel they can make.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</th>
<th>The Backstory of Hesitancy</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>How to Speak to the Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18. Side effects from the vaccine would jeopardize their jobs.</td>
<td>If a worker got sick from the vaccine, and was not able to work, the missed work could cost them their job. <strong>Socioeconomic barrier.</strong> Fear of sickness as it would threaten their provider role in household if side effects of vaccine caused sickness (and worker was not rehired next season).</td>
<td>Acknowledge fear of loss of work. Communicate message with migrant farmer men talking in Spanish about the importance of getting the vaccine. Offer a Spanish-speaking confidential hotline with medical concerns about the vaccine. If there is federal funding to cover lost days for employer, make this potential visible to men. Encourage private corporations to give free sick leave. Offer Pfizer vaccine (fewer reported side-effects) to those who cannot get time off work. Give vaccine on day before a day off (if they have a day off). <strong>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Lack of access to accurate information.</td>
<td>Farmworkers are in the fields long days and have no knowledge about how or where to get good information on vaccine in their native language. <strong>Information barrier.</strong> No easy access to Spanish-language information.</td>
<td>Bring one or two vaccinated migrant workers to mobile vaccine clinic (or to where they live) who can talk candidly with group who see themselves in him/them. Also, offer a Spanish-speaking confidential hotline with medical concerns about the vaccine. Offer Spanish-speaking videos and arrange for local Spanish-speaking radio stations to include information about these resources. Maybe also create a Wi-Fi hot spot to allow those interested to do their own research, aided by community advocacy groups. <strong>GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</strong> <em>(if accommodation can be made for side effects of vaccine).</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Actionable recommendations for similar vaccine hesitancy reasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason # from Table 1</th>
<th>Relative potential for change</th>
<th>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</th>
<th>Barriers to vaccine acceptance — implicit and explicit (Pueblo research)</th>
<th>Concept: Scaled-up approach to messaging (Pueblo +)*</th>
<th>Action: Scaled up activities and use of trusted messenger (Pueblo +)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6, 13 Male (M), Female (F)</td>
<td>GOOD No trust of large corporations such as vaccine manufacturers.</td>
<td><strong>Trust barrier.</strong> Distrust of corporations given health problems they created in past. A different vaccine producer might be okay.</td>
<td>Acknowledge that corporations are not perfect. Present comparative corporate information about the manufacturers, show their positive role in public health concerns like vaccines. Then encourage vaccination, emphasize personal ability to choose the vaccine they feel best about.</td>
<td>Trusted messenger in community recruits a likeable business professor/educator or corporate representative to make repeated visits to sites like the jail, and more broadly, to local communities of color. Prepare handout about the critical role of private companies in history of vaccine development. Offer free vaccine clinic and follow-up clinic for people experiencing side effects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative potential for change</td>
<td>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</td>
<td>Reason # from Table 1</td>
<td>Barriers to vaccine acceptance — implicit and explicit (Pueblo research)</td>
<td>Concept: Scaled-up approach to messaging (Pueblo +)*</td>
<td>Action: Scaled up activities and use of trusted messenger (Pueblo +)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
<td>Lack of access to accurate information about COVID vaccines.</td>
<td>11, 19 F, M</td>
<td>Information barrier. No easy access to internet, clear and accurate information, Spanish-language information.</td>
<td>Acknowledge importance of access to internet and to reputable research about the vaccine. Demonstrate how to achieve online access using mobile hotspots and teach how to get good information. Provide lists and links for reputable research (e.g., Johns Hopkins, WebMD, Mayo Clinic, CDC, Kaiser Family Foundation).</td>
<td>Use community-based trusted messengers to organize series of visits to jails and communities lacking access to internet or to reliable information. Bring health librarians or scientists to female and male groups separately, including inmates, farmworkers, low-income service and manufacturing industry workers, rural families, disadvantaged youth. Offer printed guide sheets with sources of information in target languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
<td>Not enough research about long-term side effects, vaccine development, and suspicious of ingredients.</td>
<td>10 F</td>
<td>Information barrier. Assumption of inadequate scientific research about vaccine side effects; inadequate transparency about ingredients.</td>
<td>Use trusted female messengers who can relate to those expressing this type of hesitancy, often women (in our sample), and be prepared with information sheets/infographics in accessible, relevant language(s). Hold discussions with groups of women in target communities on these topics.</td>
<td>Provide series of visits to women in jails, police departments, veterans groups, and rural areas using trusted messengers. Introduce female scientists/science professors who can speak woman to woman with female inmates and women in low-vax areas or work groups. Explain mRNA development over last 30 years and great breakthroughs it has made possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Relative potential for change | Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy | Reason # from Table 1 | Barriers to vaccine acceptance — implicit and explicit (Pueblo research) | Concept: 
Scaled-up approach to messaging (Pueblo +)* | Action: 
Scaled up activities and use of trusted messenger (Pueblo +)* |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOOD POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
<td>Vaccine feels scary even if they recognize it is important.</td>
<td>15 F</td>
<td>Trust barrier. Need doctor’s exam to ensure vaccine is safe given their health situations; existing health problems.</td>
<td>Acknowledge fear of health risks and encourage women and men to seek out doctor to provide full examination and trusted advice about getting vaccine.</td>
<td>Offer white-coat public health examinations or consultations for anyone worried that their current health predicament could cause further problems. Must be free and confidential — provide assurance that the info will not be shared anywhere. Offer free vaccine clinic and follow-up clinic for people experiencing side effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
<td>Vaccine is not needed. Virus does not pose serious risk.</td>
<td>2, 7, 8 M, F</td>
<td>Self-referential barrier. Confidence in one’s own health/immune system to stand up to coronavirus.</td>
<td>Acknowledge healthy bodies with strong immune systems. Explain how their experience with COVID-19 might have been mild but new variants are not necessarily so forgiving. The vaccine can strengthen any immune system and help protect against strains like Delta.</td>
<td>Recruit trusted messengers (male and female) who are tough, fit, and young. Cite evidence using testimonials. Co-develop a script with them to deliver to groups of youth and people under 40 who are not vaccinated. Show data to indicate that virus is a serious risk for younger people too; bundle with good news about vaccine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative potential for change</td>
<td>Expressed Reasons for Vaccine Hesitancy</td>
<td>Reason # from Table 1</td>
<td>Barriers to vaccine acceptance — implicit and explicit (Pueblo research)</td>
<td>Concept: Scaled-up approach to messaging (Pueblo +)*</td>
<td>Action: Scaled up activities and use of trusted messenger (Pueblo +)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
<td>The vaccine is dangerous, as bad as the disease; body can’t control the vaccine.</td>
<td>3, 9 F, M</td>
<td>Trust barrier. Fear of severe illness from getting the vaccine; underlying distrust of system.</td>
<td>Acknowledge they have healthy bodies with strong immune systems. Explain how body works with the vaccine.</td>
<td>Recruit tough women/men who are middle-aged (30-50) whose strong immune systems are now stronger than ever after getting the vaccine. Tell story of how vaccine works as booster like vitamins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOME POTENTIAL FOR SHIFT.</td>
<td>Men and women live by a creed emphasizing personal freedom and independence in decision-making.</td>
<td>5 M/F</td>
<td>Self-referential barrier. The “man code” of living, applies as well to women who share a similar philosophy of self-reliance and need for freedom. This stance often rejects the influence of control by others.</td>
<td>Acknowledge the independence and self-reliant thinking of groups of men/women (in jails, police departments, military units, rural areas). Show target audiences how their values and values of the vaccine align. And that once you realize who is getting the vaccine and how it can make you stronger, it will be desirable.</td>
<td>Recruit vaccinated “tough guy” or “tough woman” respectively to meet with men/women in jail, police, military, in gyms, or rural areas as role model who identifies with the principles of personal freedom and independence. Then, explain how it takes a real man to ‘man up’ and get the vaccine – use it as a source of strength and a sign of independence. Also, allow for privacy in vaccination process so no one has to admit to others whether they got it or not.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Recommendations for the Near-Term

In addition to the range of recommendations we have considered and presented in the tables, we also recommend the following:

**BUILD ON THIS RESEARCH PROJECT**

A subsequent phase of this research would follow up on the recommendations in the two tables. Specifically, we would suggest matching researchers and the Culture Brokers engaged in this pilot study with marketing and communications experts in order to co-develop a suite of tailored messages that speak to specific contexts of hesitancy. Scenario-based ideas could be generated to connect thoughtfully and emotionally with the lived experience of distinct cultural populations that are not accustomed to seeing or hearing themselves represented in advertising. A widespread radio campaign could be especially effective for Hispanic populations. During our fieldwork in Pueblo, we heard numerous Public Service Announcements (PSAs) about vaccine clinics in low-income Hispanic neighborhoods. These kinds of PSAs could be dramatically improved with the help of marketing professionals who could tell stories that would resonate and identify the sets of reasons we have documented and shown to be related to certain life circumstances and experiences.

**BUILD VACCINE CONFIDENCE**

Identify what situations and populations might be most amenable to persuasion. If some people are teetering on the fence or could be shown how their own lives could be safer, those most amenable can then be recruited to help persuade others.
BUILD FEMA’S CAPACITY TO EMPLOY CULTURE BROKERS AS FACILITATORS
An emphasis on identifying and recruiting a lot of trusted messengers from diverse backgrounds, cultures, and regions who are prepared to use their positions to help people understand the personal stakes of getting vaccinated, and to help people want to get vaccinated (see next section about the process and advanced work in how to identify trusted messengers).

Recommendations for Longer-term Opportunities: Addressing Needs as a Basis for Equitable Outcomes

BUILD EQUITABLE APPROACHES ACROSS THE U.S.
The work to create genuine equity across the U.S. landscape of diverse communities is not an easy undertaking. But awareness of the need for fundamental change and commitment to concrete, widespread, and structural work toward this goal is a much-needed step forward.

SUPPORT THE FEMA ADMINISTRATOR’S VISION
We applaud Administrator Criswell’s efforts to seek feedback from communities and individuals as well about desirable new directions for FEMA.

SUPPORT SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH
Leverage skills of social scientists trained to do the work that will make FEMA stronger and more responsive to communities of color and under-resourced communities generally.

Recommendations for Methodological Applications: Using Culture Brokers to Build Trust in Communities

BUILD CAPACITY IN THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SPHERE FOR 21ST CENTURY CHALLENGES
The research and relationship-building efforts that went into this project provide a clear affirmation of the value of our approach. We see great promise in using the Culture Broker model and having these specifically selected individuals serve as trusted messengers for communities we want to reach, understand, and support. For a brief example of one way this process worked for us in Pueblo, see “Example...” page 10.

THINK ABOUT STAKEHOLDERS AND VITAL PARTNERSHIPS IN A FRESH WAY
Like the practice of using Community Health Workers (often called “promotoras,” or “advocates” in English) the role of a Culture Broker is not made for just anyone. It is not a role that troops of local volunteers can easily be trained to adopt. Instead, these are people who already have the credibility and trust of communities because they already know who lives there and what they need. These are also not local hires, or Voluntary Agency Liaisons, because as soon as this person would become a FEMA employee, the trust they engender in their community might be lost due to their government
affiliation. Instead, these people need to straddle both worlds, and they need to be remunerated for their services, as they were in this research project. Without our ability to build relationships with these skilled and knowledgeable individuals, we could never have accomplished what we did in a highly compressed visit where we knew no one and had never visited—a situation anyone in FEMA can likely relate to. This is the power and the promise of our methodology.
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